WEEK 2
9th Annual Tulip Trot
Family Friendly Walking Spots and Ideas
to Get You Moving
Verwellfit.com Suggests these family walk tips:
If you wonder how to work walking time into your
family activities, try some of these suggestions:
Family walking time: Set aside a family
walking time, preferably for a half-hour to an
hour, three or more days a week. This will help
you achieve the suggested amount of physical
activity per day for both you and your kids.
Dog: Get a dog that requires being taken for a
walk one or more times a day. Walk together as
a family or rotate turns in taking the dog for its
walk. The dog will provide protection for older
children who may walk the dog alone, reducing
stranger danger.
Walking events: Spice up your walking by
entering walking events such as charity walks
with your child. Your child will have the thrill
of earning medals, t-shirts, etc. for being
active without competition.
Pedometers: Children love having a pedometer
or ﬁtness monitor to count their steps. Make
step counting into a game and have them keep
track, or guess how many steps it will be from
home to the playground, etc. Fitbit and Garmin
both have devices designed speciﬁcally for kids.

Locate a trail map at this link: https://www.retreatfarm.org/retreat-trails

Walking Game Ideas
I Spy: This classic travel game works just as well when you are on foot. Make it more
challenging by adding rules, such as "natural items only" or "pick something that
has a name that shares your initial."
When You Hear ... : Pick a trigger sound, such as a car horn or a bird's chirp. Line up
in single ﬁle and start walking. When you hear the sound, the ﬁrst person in the line
has to run to the back. Continue until everyone's had a turn to lead.
Poetry to Go: Take turns creating a poem-on-the-go. Start off with a simple line like
"I really love to take a walk" and have kids add their own rhymes in turn ("except
when I forget my sock" ... "and then I step upon a rock" ... and so on).
Interval Training: Spice up a walk by challenging kids to incorporate different
moves, such as running, hopping, skipping, scuttling sideways, etc. What other
styles of walking or moving can they come up with?
Follow the Leader: Similarly, play follow-the-leader. The leader adds an element to
the walk, like an arm motion, a sound, a hop, or so on. Everyone behind has to follow
along. Or, to make the game more challenging, have each new leader add a new
element while keeping all the old ones going.
Count Off: Pick something to keep track of, from red cars to dead trees. Make it a
contest or collaborate, whichever is more appealing to your crew of walkers.
Count Up: Bring a pedometer and try some pedometer activities.
Spelling Bee: Have children challenge each other—and you—to spell words based on
what they can see, such as "crow" or "cement" or "caterpillar."
20 Questions: Hide a small object (something from your bag, or that you ﬁnd along
the trail or sidewalk) in your hand and have kids try to ﬁgure out what it is.
Name That Tune: For younger children, sing the lyrics and stick with songs you're
positive kids know. As they get older, make the game more challenging by humming
or whistling the tune and picking more obscure songs.
Catch! Bring a small ball with you and toss it from person to person as you walk.
Keep count and see how long your streak can get before dropping the ball.
Ghost: This is a spelling game suitable for older kids. The challenge is to add letters
to a word fragment—but not be the one to complete the word. Start with a random
letter, and then each player takes turns adding new letters. They must be legitimate
parts of a word. If you do ﬁnish a word (say, it's your turn when "BREAKFAS" gets to
you; your only choice is to ﬁnish the word "breakfast"), you get a point. Get ﬁve
points and you're out.

From:
https://www.verywellfamily.com/liven-up-a-hike-or-stroll-with-walking-games-1257390

